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Written by raito Obu
~Introduction~
This work is Armored Core another version that i have dreamed of
for many years, written in the form of a novel.
* Mainly, I am greatly influenced by ○-Mard Core, Ar*d Core, and
Armor ○ Core.
Also it's greatly influenced by the villain, the villain, the dark
saint, the Blackbird of Kagaku Ninja-Tai Gatchaman , and the fake
protagonist...
While imitations that are no match for the original, even on their
hands, struggle for peace, the world is ruthlessly approaching
destruction...
(Even if there is a main character who is the second string until
the end, is that not okay? , is that not okay? )
If you like mecha, don't worry.
Without any omission, I have put in a romantic weapon.
(It may be industrial waste(*SAN-PAI) in terms of total
performance...)
By the way, the subtitle Vita is a wonderful word that means peace.
In the work, it is used as a common name in honor of a certain
organization that loves and protects peace and its members.
If you honors that people too, please call them that.
As for the other designations given by kind-hearted (?) people,
Please understand that naming….
By looking down at the distortions that come from the survival
instincts of living things, I think it will encourage us to improve
our understanding and response to hominid creatures.

Oh, sofusofu... One last thing.
Do this fulfill a need for this as a game planning paper?
--Now, cadets, here we begin the independent armed police
training.
As you know, this area is our iron people residential area be
governed by 'Hero Iron Baron'.
in the north, south, east, and west of there are areas ruled by
the four major races(copper, silver, gold,platinum).
Stingray Copper Viscounty
Beast Sylvia Earldom
Marquess of Angel Gold
dragon platinum duchy
is spreading.
The exclusivity of these four major ethnic groups has become
adversary.
and the economy is deteriorating year by year, and the population
is also declining.
The shortage of personnel responsible for dangerous work such as
maintaining public order is becoming particularly serious, and
demand of our iron race is increasing.
Most of the heinous crimes these days use mecha. Therefore, our
dispatch is accompanied by the iron mecha summoning.
As you probably already know, when summoning an iron mecha, the
coins that are set in the "holder", also known as the Electronic
Police Notebook, are imitations of the coins of the four major
races.

The performance is far from the original, and even if we get obtain
the original, we can't use it unless we inject special nanomachines
into our bodies.
Also, even if you can use it, unless you are lucky enough to have
the aptitude, the effects of nanomachines will shorten your life
and cause you to die prematurely.
Now, to maintain independence, everything is self-sourced. You
will be able to prepare equipment and obtain information as rewards
for requests.
First of all, the procurement price of the coin...
by all rights, there is originally a difference depending on the
grade of the metal, the price is constant because it is an imitation
and the material is all iron.
A
2
5
8
J
Q
K

(ace) is 1,000 yen,
~ 4 are each1yen,
~ 7 are each5yen,
~ 10 is each10yen,
(Jack) is 50yen,
(Queen)is 100yen,
(King) is 500 yen.

Basically, the more expensive the coin, the higher the
performance.
On holder, there are nine(3x3) dents for setting coins.
In fact, it is possible to summon just by setting one in the hollow
in the center.
○○○
○●○
○○○

Coin's front side is humanoid type machine.
Back side is non-humanoid type machine.
copper’s back side is floating,
silver is many legs,
Gold is a bird's foot,
Platinum is a vehicle.
Coins can be flipped even during combat. Use them properly
according to the situation.
Customization is possible by inserting additional coins into the
recesses around it, but of course coins are required purchase.
With a plain coin called Joker, it is possible to copy of the coin
confiscated from the suspect.
Black jokers can copy silver or platinum, red jokers can copy
copper or gold.
And you can copy different coins on the front and back, or you can
copy the only humanoid type machine( or only non-humanoid type
machine) on both sides.
Remember, it's not lose.
さて、左下と右下は、手に保持する装備用の凹みだ。
○○○
○○○
●○●
Coin's front side is humanoid type machine.
Back side is non-humanoid type machine.
by the situation, please each use.
Well, the lower left and lower right are dents for equipment held
in the hand.
Equipment when set, respectively.

The front of the copper coin is a handgun or railgun or linear,
the back is a sword or rocket,
The front of Silver coins are shotguns or handguns, the back is
missiles or craw.
The front of Gold coin is rifle or sniper rifle, back is claw or
radar.
The front of platinum coin is a bazooka or cannon, back is claw
or shield.

Other hollow are directly above is for the head Directly below
is for legs Upper left and upper right are for shoulder Left
and right of the center are for arms In addition, if you set
the coin upside down, it may become a different equipment than
usual, but please check it by yourself.
Bullet resistance and magic resistance
Platinum 7:6
Fri 6:7
Silver 4:9
Copper 9:4
But our iron coins are imitations,
Imitation Platinum Coin 5:4
Imitaion Gold Coin 4:5
Imitation Silver Coin 2:7
Imitation Copper Coin 7:2

There is a hole in the center of the coin, just like ancient china
copper coins. By inserting a magic stone into this hole, he will
be able to fire magic bullets (if it is a weapon).
Ruby is laser with high bullet speed and accuracy,
Diamonds is a long range and can heat the target,
Emeralds is balls of light that explode upon impact the target.
Of the four magic stones, only Sapphire is special and inconsistent.
Check it out yourself.
The power of the original magic stones varies depending on their
rank, but our using the red synthetic magic stones we use have no
rank and the price is the same.
The names are Red, Sapphire, Red Ruby, Red Diamond, Red Emerald,
with red on the head.
Finally, let me tell you about the emergency mode for when you are
in a pinch during battle.
on Orichalcum mode of Copper, buoyant force
on Beast mode of Silver, attack power
on Angel mode of Gold, a flight speed
onThe dragon mode of Platinum, defense power
Each will improve exponentially.
However, the imitation iron coins can only use hero mode in the
degraded from them, and the extent of improvement in abilities is
greatly inferior to the original. I hope you don't get a chance
to see their original power.
Try to obtain information on the site you are going to, and select
the most suitable equipment within the possible range.
This completed the course. The written test will start in an hour.

Don't let be late...
This concludes the written test.
The names of successful applicants will be announced after one
hour.
Successful applicants will gather at the training ground within
30 minutes of notification.
nice to meet you
If you pass this practical test, you will be a member of the
independent armed police.
I pray for your good fight
…Then, each of you should choose a coin and set it in your
electronic notebook.
Cast a magic spell to summon a mecha!
"""Word (Kotodama), Kaihou(unlash)!!!"""
'number one! Suppress the sniper mechine on the far right! '
'Second! Stop the mecha coming from the front! Don't allow
enemy's through!'
'Third! Knock out the group of small mechas coming from your left
hand!
After through enemys, avoide friendly fire & attack the second
opponent from the side ! '
…OK, everyone passed.
From among the cheapest coins each person should select only one
coin that matches their style and send their request from the
terminal. Selected coin will be supply on the first day along with
the holder.
Welcome to the spot, newcomers.
Our independent armed police organization name "Vita" is based on

the word "Vita", which means peace. Some call us "Vita".
In particular, there are quite a few among the four major races,
who believe that the cause of their decline is our rise and ask
for an opportunity to 'hunt'.
Please be very careful.
Now, before you go out, try to collect as much information as
possible using informants. Basically, the higher the reward, the
higher the accuracy of the information provided, but depending on
the situation, there is also the possibility that it will be 'they
sale your information'.
Consider reliability before skill.

